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Abstract—In this paper, we introduce and evaluate a novel
resource modeling technique for workload profiling, detection
and resource usage prediction for Spark workloads. Specifically,
we profile and annotate resource usage data in Spark with the
application contexts where the resources were used. We then
model the resource usage, per context, based on a Mixture of
Gaussians (MOG) probabilistic distribution technique. When we
recognize a similar workload, we can thus predict its resource
usage for the contexts modeled a priori.

In order to experimentally test the functionality of our Spark
stage annotator and workload modeling tool we performed
workload profiling for eight Apache Spark workloads. Our results
show that, whenever a previously modeled workload is detected,
our MOG models can be used to predict resource consumption
with high accuracy.

Index Terms—Workload Detection, Resource Prediction, Mix-
ture of Gaussian, Dynamic Time Warping

I. INTRODUCTION

Apache Spark [1] is a state-of-the-art framework for running

MapReduce jobs efficiently on large scale data by leveraging

the distributed memory of a cluster of computers. Just like

with other MapReduce frameworks, a number of executors

work on their own share of the original data, in parallel.
In order to obtain high performance for the Spark appli-

cations, the user has to take into consideration assigning the

proper amount of resources to each executor. Typically, the

application performance improves if given a higher amount of

resource(s). However, the user needs to consider the trade-off

between optimizing the application performance and reducing

unnecessary resource consumption as well. Towards this, the

number of executors, the amount of memory and CPU as-

signed to each, and many other configuration parameters are

set by the user manually prior to running the application.
Therefore, the user must have a good understanding of

the resource consumption of any given workload beforehand.

In practice, users do not have enough information in order

to tweak the resource allocation metrics efficiently for each

individual run; instead, resource needs for any given workload

are typically overestimated.
Our key observation is that many of the Spark workloads

show repetitive resource consumption patterns and thus rec-

ognizing them in advance we can allocate the proper amount

of resources during the lifetime of a workload, therefore,

achieving elasticity in the cloud [2].

In this paper, we expand the existing research [3] on

workload pattern modeling and recognition in Cloud envi-

ronments. Specifically, we provide a novel resource modeling

technique for workload profiling, detection and prediction

of resource consumption for Spark workloads. Our solution

is based on adding application contexts to resource usage

monitoring information for Spark workloads. As application

contexts we capture the application methods as recorded by

the standard Spark logger, methods which we call application

phases. In order to obtain non-trivial application phases for the

purposes of modeling, we coalesce all local computations that

are performed in Spark executor processes in between phases

that involve communications with the Spark driver. We call

the coalesced local phases application stages.
We add the identity of these determined stages of running

Spark jobs to the resource usage monitoring data that is

collected at run-time for all jobs. We build a probabilistic

model based on Mixture models for resource usage for each

of these stages. We show that this stage-aware data monitoring

technique for Spark allows for accurate modeling, and also for

workload recognition and prediction for the resource usage in

future workloads presented to our system.
Using all workloads in Spark bench, our evaluations shows

that our workload analysis and modeling technique provides

opportunities for accurate workload recognition and prediction

of future resource usage for any given workload.
In summary, in this paper, we make the following contribu-

tions:

• We annotate monitored resource usage data in Spark

with application contexts called application stages, using

the standard Spark program logger without any manual

instrumentation.

• We model the resource usage per stage using a probabilis-

tic modeling technique based on Mixture of Gaussians

(MOG).

• We detect similarities with previously seen workloads,

and we reuse the per-stage models of the most similar

workload at very low overhead.

As further potential for application of our techniques, as

we have shown in other work, accurately characterizing

workload types enable opportunities for making resource

consolidation decisions on-the-fly.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Our profiling

methodology is explained along with the modeling techniques

in Section II. Our workload detection and dynamic time

warping based similarity checking algorithm is described in

Section III. Experiments conducted to the proposed methods

and the environment setup are represented in Section IV. The

related works comes in Section V followed by conclusion in

Section VI.

II. WORKLOAD PROFILING

In this section, we describe how we perform profiling

while a workload is running and then how we annotate the

profiles with more information to build our profiling library.

Based on the workload configuration, a workload requests

a certain amount of resources from Yarn scheduler through

its application master. Upon the availability of resources, the

workload driver initiates executor(s) to run the spark jobs.

The resource usage pattern is different from one workload

to another. For popular repetitive workloads, profiling helps to

identify the similarity in the resource usage trend for the future

runs of the workload and thus quality of prediction for their

resource consumption is enhanced. First, we discuss details of

workload assessment during its lifetime to build a library of

the workload profiles.

We specify the set of workloads as W where each workload

w has a collection of features annotated with its stages. N
specifies the number of workloads in our set:

W = {w1, w2, · · · , wN} (1)

The profile library keeps record of a set of popular repetitive

workload profiles. The proposed profiling method utilizes the

monitored resource usage and application logs to build the

library. The profiling method has two main components:

1) Resource usage annotator.

2) Resource usage modeler.

The resource usage annotator splits the whole resource

usage trace during the workload lifetime into a number of

sub-traces. This helps in analysis in a finer grain therefore

producing more accurate models per sub-trace as opposed to

building an inexact model for the whole lifetime trace. In

addition to the modeling accuracy improvement, the models

are registered with annotator identifiers which makes resource

usage prediction possible.

A. Resource Usage Annotator

Different workloads may show similar patterns in their

resource consumption thus collecting the resource usage is not

sufficient for determining type of the workload [3]. In addition

to the workload’s footprint on the hardware, the workload runs

a set of functions as a software. There has been approaches

for finding the transition between the functions over time by

checking the workload call stack [3]. Our annotator tool aims

at utilizing the function transition information to annotate the

resource usage trace.

In this work, the proposed annotator is built on the Spark

logs and all the experiments within the Apache Spark frame-

work. By enabling the event log feature of Spark program, an

event-based logs are collected for each application. The logs

are collected by Spark history server and record each event

with timestamps. The log includes A Spark stage, which is

defined as a set of independent functions with same shuffle

dependency that all running the same function. We collected

each stage of the Spark Workload from its log file.

All the workloads start with a warm-up stage and continue

with other workload-specific stages. The number of stages

depends on the workload configuration such as scale of the

input file and the amount of allocated resources, however, the

overall stage pattern remains the same. The difference from

one configuration to another is number of stage repetitions.

Since the repetition can be captured by a model, we suggest

aggregating the consecutive repetitive stages into a single

aggregated-stage, namely non-duplicate stage.

Although non-duplicate staging gives an abstract phase

transition of the workload but still some of the non-duplicate

stages are very short. After examining the logs, we concluded

that non-duplicate stages between Tree Aggregate/Reduce
phase identifiers can be aggregated into a more abstract

phase transition scheme. The reason for selection Tree Aggre-
gate/Reduce is that all the executors send the reduced result

to the workload driver program and start a new function

according to the driver program instructions. In nutshell, a

workload start with a warm-up phase, continues with aggre-

gated non-duplicate stages which always start with the Tree
Aggregate/Reduce phase and finishes with a final phase.

Fig 1 shows steps of abstracting original phases to aggre-

gated phases. At first, in part (a) all the phases are collected

from the application log file, later in part (b) the consecutive

duplicated phase are aggregated and the number of repetition

is mentioned after the phase name. The final aggregation is

coalescing all the phases between phase with ’Tree’ function

label; warmp-up and final phase must be always separated. In

Fig 1, phase D and A were both ’Tree’ type phases.

We develop a program to annotate the resource consumption

trace with the stage transitions under different abstraction

introduced above. The resource consumptions are collected

as soon as all the executors become available. We use Python

psutil library to develop a code for collecting resource usages.

Simultaneously, the annotator program reads the log file and

extract the Spark workload phases, then, it aligns the logs with

the resource consumption traces collected with another script.

Phase aggregation provides a coarse-grained level of tran-

sitions between key phases of the workload instead of a fine-

grained transitions between all the workload phases. Although

the fine-grained transition information builds the workload sig-

nature and can be useful to verify workload identification but

it can be misleading for workload modeling due to the short

length of the trace between two phases. Hence, aggregating

some neighbor phases is inevitable to have longer traces. The

proposed aggregation is based on omitting the repetition of

the same phase consecutively and domain-knowledge of Tree
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Fig. 1: Workload phase aggregation evolution

Aggregate/Reduce function in Spark.

Figure 2 shows an example of applying the annotator

program on the Spark Tera sort workload. The sequence is

the lifetime resource usage trace of Tera sort and each arrow

points to the time when a phase transition occurred.

Fig. 2: CPU usage of a Spark workload (Tera sort) annotated

with its phases.

The annotator provides the stage representation of a work-

load where each stage of the workload has a starting/ending

time. The annotation splits the workload lifetime trace to

multiple sub-traces. Then, each sub-trace of the workload

should be modeled individually. Collection of sub-traces T

ordered according to their starting time for a workload i is

represented in Equation 2.

Twi = {T1,i,T2,i, · · · } (2)

B. Resource Usage Modeling

Modeling the resource usage opens the possibility to predict

the workloads resource consumption in the future when it

runs again. This prediction is beneficial for different problems

including resource allocation, anomaly detection, and straggler

detection. Ideally, an end-to-end model should capture the

resource usage variation of the workload through different

phases but building such model is challenging since workload,

depending on the phase running, shows different patterns of

resource consumption over time.

We argue that each sub-trace T has a corresponding model

M calculated from a modeling function f :

Mk,i = f(Tk,i);Tk,i ∈ Twi
(3)

Therefore, from Equations 2 and 3, the collection of the

sub-trace models of the workload compounds the workload

model:

Mwi = {M1,i,M2,i, · · · } (4)

Modeling Method A workload does not show a determin-

istic resource usage pattern each time it runs. This resource

usage variation is because many system metrics affect the

resource consumption, for example, the number of threads,

the hardware type, interference caused by other co-located

workloads, and many more system-level features. Despite

these hidden (latent) parameters, the trend of the resource

consumption inclination remains the same under different set-

tings and therefore a probabilistic modeling is able to capture

the behavior. Presumably, the probabilistic model makes it

possible to extrapolate in unknown configuration regions.

The resource consumption is a series of samples indexed

with time. To fit a probabilistic model on a time series, one

needs to set some assumption on the samples. For a sub-

trace, we assume all the sample points are generated from

a set (mixture) of different Gaussian distributions. In other

words, the samples of a sub-trace are identically independently

distributed with mixture of Gaussian distribution.

Ideally, a mixture of Gaussian distribution should fit on

the density histogram of the sub-trace samples. Based on

this assumption, mixture of Gaussian is a distribution over a

single random variable X that outcomes the value of resource

consumption.

The Mixture Model probability distribution fX(X = x|ϑ) is

expanded as weighted sum of K Gaussian distributions. Each

Gaussian distribution N has three properties: mean μ, variance

σ2, and a corresponding weight ω representing the probability

of an observation belonging to that sub-population. The distri-

bution of the overall population is given by Equation 5. Tuple

ϑ in Equation 6 includes the distribution parameters for every

Gaussian component. The samples are from a sub-trace y of

a workloads x, called T(x,y).

The mixture of Gaussian model is defined as follow:

fX(X = x|ϑ) =
K∑

i=1

ωiNi(X = x|μi, σ
2
i ) (5)
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ϑ = {(ωi, μi, σi) | ∀i ∈ {1 . . .K}}

∀x ∈ T(x,y)

(6)

Each Gaussian component Ni is a univariate Gaussian

distribution given by the Equation 7.

Ni(X = x|μi, σi
2) =

1

σi

√
2π

e
− (x−μi)

2

2σ2
i (7)

To determine the mixture of Gaussian parameters,

Expectation-maximization algorithm is used (cite). After set-

ting the number of Gaussian components, the algorithm ini-

tially makes some assumption on the probability of samples

belonging to each Gaussian component. The parameters of

each Gaussian component are estimated and evaluated in an

iterative procedure until an acceptable model is built. The

termination condition can be set by a limit on the number

of iterations or a certain bound on the accuracy of the model

for training data. Figure 3 shows an example of mixture of

Gaussian for the warm-up sub-trace of Tera sort workload.

(a) The samples from warm-up sub-trace of Tera sort workload

(b) Mixture of Gaussian fitting the histogram of the sub-trace samples

Fig. 3: An example of Mixture of Gaussian for a sub-trace of

Tera sort workload

When the trace has many positive samples close to zero

value, the Gaussian model fit to data will be a Dirac delta

function like model. Since Rayleigh distribution is only for

positive values and is a suitable model for such scenario, any

component of Mixture Model that has zero mean and very

tight variance is replaced with a Rayleigh distribution. The

same weight coefficient will be used for Rayleigh component

to assure the total sum of all the distributions ends up being

one.

III. WORKLOAD DETECTION

Upon arrival of a new workload, certain amount of resources

will be dedicated to the workload based on the demanded

resources. In many cases, users overestimate the required

resources and the real resource consumption is less than the

allocated resource. Our workload detection method identifies

the repetitive workloads and re-use the existing resource usage

models to predict resource consumption.

The proposed detection algorithm compare both the mon-

itored data and the log data with the profile library until it

achieves a certainty about the workload type. A similarity

check algorithm, namely Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)

(cite), is used to compare between the monitored resource

usage and the profiled sub-traces. DTW finds the similarity

between traces even if part of the trace is shifted, stretched,

or squeezed. Phase transition information from logs provide

complementary information on the outcome of the similarity

check algorithm.

The detection method relies on historical sub-traces and the

log information. For each aggregated-phase a set of historical

sub-traces and their associated models are available in the

library. Thus, the name of the phase that workload is running

at is a key identifier to looking up in the profile library.

As soon as a workload starts, samples are collected until

the number of collected samples reaches a limit, so called a

training window. Right after the training window is collected,

profiles for workloads with the same phase name are retrieved

from the library. The similarity check algorithm finds the

closest workload from the profile and returns a measure of

certainty based on the distance the profiled trace has with the

current trace (training window). In case where the certainty is

high, the workload type is reported, otherwise the second half

of the training window is kept and algorithm restart collecting

more samples. This algorithm assures a fixed size for training

window so the similarity check algorithm runs in time. A

pseudo-code of the workload detection method is provided

in Algorithm 1.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we provide the details of the experiments

we perform and the results.

A. Environment Setup

A spark platform is installed along with yarn resource

manager to run our experiments. We examine eight workloads

from HiBench Spark Benchmark [4]. Logs are collected for

each workload along with collecting the resource consumption

of the workload’s executor. To collect logs, spark event log

feature is enabled and the history server runs to records the

logs. As for resource consumption, we develop a program

to collect the resource consumption of an executor as soon

as it starts running until it terminates. The granularity of the

resource usage monitoring for our experiments is every 100

milliseconds.

The number of phases for a workload depends on the work-

load parameters such as scale of the input and the allocated

resources to the workload. As a result, the phases for the same

workload under different circumstances is slightly different.

Our experiments are mainly focused on the longer running
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Result: Workload type

phase ← Warm-up phase;

training window ← 0;

while workload is alive do
phase ← read phase from logs();
while length(training window) < threshold do

cur phase ← read phase from logs();
if cur phase == phase then

training window ← monitored samples;

else
phase ← cur phase;

training window ← 0;

end
end
Old traces ,old models, workload types ←
Retrieve profiles for cur phase;

confidence , workload type ←
Find most similar workload(Old traces, training window);

if confidence > certainty threshold then
Return workload type

else
phase ← cur phase;

training window ← second half of
training window;

end
end

Algorithm 1: Workload detection pseudocode

experiments to stress the advantage of workload profiling and

workload detection.

B. Annotator Experiments

The difference among runs of the same workload under

different settings is mainly in the number of stages, although

the sequence of stages keeps the same pattern. For example,

if the annotator fetches stages {A,A,B,B,B} in running

a workload under a configuration, a similar pattern such as

{A,B,B} shows up for the same workload with a different

configuration. As a result, the sequence of non-duplicate stages

are stored for a workload instead of storing every repetition of

the same stage. In the example, only {(A, 2), (B, 3)} should

be saved for the workload where the elements are 2-tuple

containing phase name and number of phase repetition. A

description of the workloads and their associated stages is

represented in Table I.

The proposed annotator coalesce the neighbor according to

the steps explains in Section .

C. Modeling Experiments

All the workloads’ traces are split to sub-traces according to

aggregated phases resulting from the annotator. The resulting

sub-traces are modeled by MoG models with at most three

Gaussian components and then the models are stored in the

profile library.

TABLE I: List of workloads and their phases with number of

consecutive phase repetition for every phase

Workload List of consecutive non-duplicate Phases

Sort [(’map at ScalaSort’, 0), (’runJob at SparkHadoop-
Writer’, 0)]

Tera Sort [(’BaseRangePartitioner at ScalaTeraSort’, 0), (’map
at ScalaTeraSort’, 0), (’runJob at SparkHadoop-
Writer’, 0)]

Word
Count

[(’map at ScalaWordCount’, 0), (’runJob at
SparkHadoopWriter’, 0)]

PCA [(’first at PCAExample’, 0), (’first at PCA’, 0),
(’first at RowMatrix’, 0), (’treeAggregate at Row-
Matrix’, 3), (’first at GeneralizedLinearAlgorithm’,
0), (’count at GradientDescent’, 0), (’treeAggregate
at GradientDescent’, 199), (’first at GeneralizedLin-
earAlgorithm’, 0), (’count at GradientDescent’, 0),
(’treeAggregate at GradientDescent’, 199)]

Logistic
regression

[(’first at GeneralizedLinearAlgorithm’, 0), (’count
at DataValidators’, 0), (’treeAggregate at Standard-
Scaler’, 1), (’count at LBFGS’, 0), (’treeAggregate
at LBFGS’, 87), (’count at LogisticRegression’, 1)]

Linear re-
gression

[(’first at GeneralizedLinearAlgorithm’, 0), (’count
at GradientDescent’, 0), (’treeAggregate at Gradient-
Descent’, 3), (’mean at LinearRegression’, 0)]

SVD [(’first at RowMatrix’, 0), (’treeAggregate at Row-
Matrix’, 1)]

SVM [(’first at GeneralizedLinearAlgorithm’, 0), (’count
at DataValidators’, 0), (’count at GradientDescent’,
0), (’treeAggregate at GradientDescent’, 199), (’map
at SVMWithSGDExample’, 0), (’sortByKey at Bi-
naryClassificationMetrics’, 0), (’combineByKey at
BinaryClassificationMetrics’, 0), (’collect at Bi-
naryClassificationMetrics’, 0), (’collect at Slidin-
gRDD’, 0), (’aggregate at AreaUnderCurve’, 0)]

An example of a PCA workload and the modeling for each

sub-trace of the resource consumption trace is provided in

Figure 4. Figure 4c and 4d show that the second and third

sub-trace each has many samples close to zero. The component

representing it will be very similar to a Dirac delta function

and such values are not easily representable by a Gaussian.

Mixture model components with such properties are replaced

with Rayleigh distribution [5] with the same weight coefficient

in order to achieve a better fit.

D. Creating the profile library

Building the profile library of all the workloads takes less

than a second and the modeling accuracy for each sub-trace

of the workload is provided in Figure 5. Overall, Mixture

modeling generates a better model and shows less error.

E. Building the clusters per aggregated-phase

For each seen aggregated-phase in the profile library, the

sub-traces and the workload type are also stored. Thus, clus-

tering of available workloads’ sub-traces is necessary to be

used for workload detection algorithm later. Figure 6 shows

the sub-traces for the warm-up phase of all the workloads.

F. Workload detection

We run the same experiments several times with workload

detection algorithm running simultaneously. The training win-

dow parameter of the workload detection algorithm is set to
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(a) The resource usage trace over workload lifetime. The annotator aggregates some phases between vertical lines.

(b) Modeling for far left sub-trace (c) Modeling for second sub-trace

(d) Modeling for third sub-trace (e) Modeling for the final phase of the workload

Fig. 4: A PCA workload resource consumption with its models per each aggregated phase

50 samples or 5 seconds. Certainty parameter shows the con-

fidence of workload detection which is reversely proportional

to distance computed by the DTW algorithm. The Certainty
is acceptable either if the sub-trace is very similar or if the

sequence of seen phases are identical to one of the profiled

workloads. Figure 7 shows the certainty of all the workloads

upon arrival until they are detected.

G. Resource usage prediction

Our last set of experiments are on the re-usability of the

profiled models for prediction. When a workload is detected,

the associated model for that aggregated-phase is fetched from

the library. A comparison of modeling with the current trace

samples versus the profiled model is presented in Table II for

all the workloads. The error is measured with mean square

error. Since the error values are very close, the profiled models

can be re-used for predicting the resource consumption until

a major phase transition occurs.

Workload
Error with

Profiled Model
Error with

Re-generated Model
Sort 0.061 0.062

Tera sort 0.053 0.054
Wordcount 0.058 0.056

linear 0.074 0.074
lr 0.073 0.061

PCA 0.076 0.082
SVM 0.085 0.072
SVD 0.099 0.083

TABLE II

V. RELATED WORK

Workload assessment and profiling involves collection and

processing of workload’s data. Workload’s data can be directly

generated by the workload, such as logs, or it can be monitored

from the workload environment features such as resource

consumption. Certainly, workload profiling is bound with

workload modeling and workload behavior forecasting.
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Fig. 5: Modeling error for all the workloads

Fig. 6: Smoothen warm-up sub-traces of all the workloads. A

moving average with window thirty was applied on the warm-

up sub-traces to make them visually differentiable

Vasi et al. [6] proposed a resource allocation method based

on profiling virtual machines (VMs). The profiler uses a set

of chosen low-system metrics to profile VMs and building a

classification over seen workloads. To identify the workload,

the classifier match a new spawned VM with existing classes.

Quasar [7] is a resource management technique using a

recommender system technique to compute required resources

based on the similarity with the profiled workloads. The

profile is a 2-dimension matrix with rows representing the

workloads, columns showing the system configuration, and

each cell manifesting the performance. Similarly, [8] builds a

profile of low-level metrics to build a profile library for . Next,

a reinforcement learning algorithm is decides on resource

provisioning to a new workload.

Wang et al. [9] proposed a performance predictor for

Fig. 7: The certainty of workload detection method over time.

The certainty is calculated from both similarity of sub-trace

and affinity of phases.

Apache Spark applications by exploiting the stage information.

The performance prediction is on the length of the application,

memory and I/O utilization. Morpheus [10] derives the re-

source usage model of workloads and constructs a Provenance
Graph from various system logs. The two features are used

to make a resource reservation and automate the service level

objectives.

AppModel [11] uses a technique called classification and

regression tree (CART) to select the most informative features

of the workload for predicting its performance. Some statistical

models were used over those informative features to predict

the workload performance. Correspondingly, Ganapathi et al.

[12] proposed a modeling technique, namely Kernel Canonical
Correlation Analysis (KCCA), to estimate the execution time

of MapReduce jobs. Basically, the model projects both Hadoop

job features and performance features to new dimensions with

the maximal correlation. The technique predicts performance

of a new Hadoop job by taking the weighted average perfor-

mance of the three most similar (or nearest in the projected

dimension) already seen Hadoop jobs.

Some works tried to re-apply the time series modeling

technique to predict the workload behavior. [13] provides a

set of evaluations on efficiency of forecasting methods for

Intel and Google datasets. PRESS [14] suggests an adaptive

resource allocation algorithm based on mining the workload

history. It introduced two modeling techniques for mining the

historical resource usage traces of a workload over time: a

signal processing approach that detects repetitive patterns and

a statistical state-driven approach that uses finite-state machine

for predicting resource usage.

Accurate profiling and modeling benefits many applications

such as straggler avoidance. Wrnagler [15] profile workloads

with collecting more than a hundred features and predict strag-
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glers pro-actively. Improving the overall resource utilization is

another commonly use case of modeling workloads. [16] used

two off-the-shelf techniques to predict resource consumption

and reclaim the underutilized resources for non-sensitive batch

workloads. Google uses a similar strategy as described in Borg

[17].

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a novel modeling technique for

workload profiling, recognition and resource usage predic-

tion. One of our key contributions is to annotate resource

consumption data with application information. We provide

techniques to automatically discover a phase granularity that

gives good balance between prediction accuracy and analysis

overhead in Spark workloads. We propose the use of Mixture

of Gaussians for modeling a probabilistic distribution of the

workload resource usage and a dynamic-time-warping based

workload detection technique. Experiments we have conducted

using a large set of workloads on Spark show that our

technique is able to predict the future resource usage behavior

of a previously modeled workload with less than 1% error. For

future work, we plan to look at other sources of information

from the workload, such as, system configurations and other

system logs.
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